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Johnny Muttley’s Safe & Hound Christmas Checklist. 

Christmas is a time of great cheer, but can be confusing for your dog. Use this checklist 

to ensure your dog has the best Christmas.


Preparation, preparation, preparation 
Make sure your dog’s inoculations are up to date before Christmas and that you have a good 

stock of any medicines they routinely use. Stock up on their usual food and treats. Vet costs will 
be very high if you need them over Christmas!


Avoid extra stress on your dog from Christmas deliveries 
You will likely be getting more deliveries in the run-up to Christmas. If your dog barks at the 

doorbell, ensure you have a way of keeping them calm.


Avoid dangerous foods and turkey bones 
Avoid all of the obvious bad foods such as chocolate, dried fruits, anything with xylitol in it, 

grapes, onions and leeks. This doesn’t just mean don’t feed them to your dog, it also means 
keep them out of reach! Make sure your dog does not get hold of Turkey bones which can split 
and cause all sorts of nasty damage when swallowed.


Watch out for the Christmas tree monster 
Christmas trees shed cones and decorations which might be tempting to your dog. Also 

ensure that the electrical leads from your tree lights are tucked away behind the tree.


Make and keep a safe place for your dog 
If it all gets overwhelming your dog will need a cosy place to retreat to where they will not be 

disturbed. This needs to be away from humans and as quiet as possible.


Small toys and batteries need tidying away 
If you have children then small toys and discarded batteries may end up on the floor - these 

may be tempting to your dog (especially if it is a puppy) and are very hazardous.


Dogs and alcohol don’t mix  
Avoid alcohol in any left-overs your dog may be given, but also where people put down 

glasses in your house. A casually left glass of beer on a hearth may be rather tempting to your 
dog, and is not good for them at all.


Maintain your dog’s routine  
In the rush to enjoy your Christmas, remember that your dog appreciates routine. They will still 

need every bit as much exercise, they will expect to be fed at the same time and so on. This will 
keep your dog happy over Christmas.


Do the crawl  
A couple of times around Christmas why not go around the house on your hands and knees to 

see what your dog sees - the bauble that has rolled just under a sofa, the remaining half of a 
mince pie that fell off a plate, the bar of chocolate that fell out when being unwrapped. If you 
don’t see them your dog will.


Don’t let visitors overwhelm your dog  
If you are expecting visitors this year, introduce them gently to your dog who might be slightly 

anxious from all of the excitement. Try to avoid visitors rushing at your dog, they might not get 
the reception they expected!


Eeek Fireworks  
Whether you are pro or anti fireworks, there will be a lot set off around Christmas and New 

Year’s Eve. Take no less precautions with your dogs than you do on other ‘notorious’ firework 
celebrations during the year.


Drive safely 
Taking the dog with you to visit relatives, or on a long journey over the festive period? Use 

proper means of securing the dog to keep it safe, and stop regularly for water and wee breaks!
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